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We report a computer-simulation study of a simple model for a colloid dispersed in a polymer 
solution. The simulations were performed using a computational scheme that allows simulation at 
constant osmotic pressure of the polymers. We present results for the polymer-induced interaction, 
the equation-of-state, and the phase diagram. The simulations show that when the radius of gyration 
of the polymers R, is sufficiently large compared to the diameter of the colloidal particles a,.,l 
(2 R,la,,,20.45), addition of polymer induces a colloidal “liquid-vapor” phase separation. For 
shorter polymers, only the solid-fluid transition is observed. In addition, we find that the 
nonpairwise additivity of the polymer-induced attraction between the colloidal particles has a 
pronounced effect on the equation-of-state and the phase behavior of a colloid-polymer mixture. 
The perturbation theory of Lekkerkerker et al. [Europhys. Lett. 20, 559 (1992)] is found to perform 
well, except at low densities. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Adding nonadsorbing polymer to a colloidal dispersion 
gives rise to a change in the properties of the dispersion. The 
main effect is that, upon adding enough polymer, the colloi- 
dal particles tend to cluster. This effect was first reported 
some 50 years ago.‘v2 A theoretical explanation was first put 
forward by Asakura and Oosawa3 and later in more detail by 
Vrij.4 These authors argued that the clustering of the colloi- 
dal particles is due to the fact that the presence of the poly- 
mers induces an effective attractive interaction between the 
colloidal particles. This polymer-induced attraction stems 
from the fact that clustering of the colloid increases the vol- 
ume accessible to the polymers. 

Several experimental studies of the effect of adding 
polymer to a colloidal dispersion have been reported.‘-16 
These studies were concerned with the dependence of order- 
ing phenomena in the colloid on the polymer concentration, 
on the type of solvent, and on the polymer length. A feature 
observed in most of these experimental studies is the aggre- 
gation of colloidal particles upon the addition of polymer. 
The colloid-polymer mixtures may exhibit properties analo- 
gous to those of the vapor, liquid, or solid phases of simple 
molecular systems. The experiments indicate that the type of 
phase that appears depends on the polymer-colloid size ratio 
R&u v where R, denotes the radius-of-gyration of the 
polymers and a,,, the diameter of the colloidal particles. For 
example, for a colloid dispersed in a nonaqueous 
medium,6*sQ’4*‘6 it was found that upon adding polymer, a 
dilute colloidal “fluid”-like phase separates in a dilute 
“vapor”-like phase and a dense “liquid”- or “solid”-like 
phase. The “liquid”-like phase was reported to occur for 
polymers with relatively large size ratio (2R,la,,,-1) and 
was absent for shorter polymers (2R,lcr,,,-0.1).14 More re- 
cently, a similar behavior has been reported for a colloid 
dispersed in an aqueous dispersion.17 

The theoretical study of the structural properties and 
phase equilibria of colloid-polymer mixtures was initiated 
by Vrij,4 who used a simple model, introduced earlier by 
Asakura and Oosawa.3 In the Asakura-Oosawa (AO) model 

the colloidal particles are represented by hard spheres, and 
the polymers by spheres that are mutually interpenetrable but 
have an excluded-volume interaction with the colloidal hard 
spheres. Various refinements of the AO-model have been 
proposed taking into account the deformability of the poly- 
mers and the interactions among the polymer molecules. 
Some of these theories employ mean-field theory,‘4,18 while 
others are based on scaling arguments.‘9T20 In either case, it is 
usually assumed that the radius-of-gyration of the polymer is 
much smaller than the radius of the colloidal particles. Some 
authors have considered the AO-model with a modified in- 
teraction potential for the colloidal particles,13’20*21 in order 
to adapt the model to specific experimental systems. Finally, 
a few theoretical studies of colloid-polymer mixtures are 
based on integral equations.22*23 

In most theoretical studies, the colloid-polymer mix- 
tures are described as one-component systems, where the 
contribution of the polymers is replaced by an effective 
polymer-induced interaction, added to the bare colloidal in- 
teraction potential. The polymer-induced interaction, that is 
(for most models) directly related to the volume accessible to 
the polymers, is not pairwise additive in the coordinates of 
the colloidal particles. Only for the smallest polymers, i.e., 
those with a radius-of-gyration much smaller than the radius 
of the colloidal spheres, a pair-approximation is expected to 
be applicable.24.25 However, in view of the difficulties en- 
countered in solving models with nonpairwise additive inter- 
actions, most theoretical approaches assume the polymer- 
induced interaction to be pairwise additive. Only recently a 
study has been reported26,27 that takes into account the non- 
pairwise additivity of the polymer-induced interaction, by 
applying scaled particle theory. Methods used to compute the 
thermodynamic properties and the phase behavior include 
thermodynamic perturbation theory’3,20,24*26 and variation 
calculus.2’ The location of phase-coexistence curves has 
been predicted for various values of the polymer-colloid 
size ratio RaluCo,. The common trend of these theoretical 
results is that for short polymers the phase diagram is of the 
fluid-solid type, whereas for longer polymers it exhibits a 
gas-liquid phase separation of the fluid phase. This is quali- 
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tatively in accordance with the experimental observations. II. MODEL AND THERMODYNAMICS 
Still, the theoretical models for colloid-polymer mix- 

tures remain too complex to be solved exactly, and one is 
forced to make drastic, and often untested, approximations. It 
is therefore desirable to know the “exact” properties of 
model colloid-polymer mixtures. These can be provided by 
computer simulation. Numerical simulation of microscopic 
models for colloids dispersed in a polymer solution would 
require orders of magnitude more computer time than simu- 
lations of similar models for atomic or simple molecular sys- 
tems. The reason is twofold. First, the relaxation times in 
mixtures are, in general, longer than in pure systems. Sec- 
ond, the relaxation times in polymeric systems are orders of 
magnitude longer than in atomic systems. Consequently, one 
has to perform longer simulations to sample a representative 
part of the phase space. Fortunately, many of the properties 
of colloid-polymer mixtures do not depend sensitively on 
the molecular details of the model. In the present paper we 
present results of an extensive simulation study of a simple 
lattice-polymer model, introduced earlier.25 In this model, 
the colloids are represented by hard spheres and the poly- 
mers by ideal lattice chains. Although the lattice-polymer 
model is clearly too simple to be a realistic, it includes the 
essential elements; it takes into account the nonpairwise ad- 
ditivity of the polymer-induced interaction, and, unlike the 
AO-model, it takes into account the deformability of the 
polymer coils. For comparison we also present simulation 
results for the AO-model. 

The “exact” properties of the model colloid-polymer 
mixtures obtained by computer simulations provide can be 
used to test the validity of approximations made in theoreti- 
cal descriptions of these systems. In this work we focus on 
the approximations made in thermodynamic perturbation 
theory and scaled-particle theory, that are among the theories 
most often applied, and the assumption of a pairwise additive 
polymer-induced interaction. 

In this work we consider two models for a colloid dis- 
persed in a dilute polymer solution, namely a lattice- 
polymer modelz5 and the Asakura-Oosawa (AO) mode1.3.4 
In both models the colloidal particles are represented by hard 
spheres with a diameter denoted by a,,,. In the lattice- 
polymer model the polymers are represented by ideal (non- 
self-avoiding) chains that are confined to a cubic lattice. The 
length of the polymer, i.e., the number of connected lattice 
links that constitute the polymer, is denoted by 1. If every 
occupied lattice site is associated with a polymer segment, an 
Mink lattice polymer has I+ 1 segments. The solvent is not 
taken into account explicitly. The ideal polymers have an 
excluded-volume interaction with the colloidal hard spheres; 
the lattice sites occupied by the colloidal hard spheres are not 
accessible to the polymer segments. The lattice sites not oc- 
cupied by the colloidal hard spheres can be occupied by all 
polymer segments with equal probability. Although quite 
simple, the model is expected to yield a fair description of a 
subclass of the systems studied experimentally (see, e.g., 
Refs. 6,8,14,16). For example, the interaction between silica 
particles in an organic solvent is very close to a hard-sphere 
interaction. Dilute solutions of polymers in a theta-solvent 
are reasonably well modeled by noninteracting polymers. In 
the A0 model the polymers are represented by ideal spheres 
with diameter IT,,~. In this work we assume that the positions 
of the polymer spheres are restricted to a cubic lattice. 

In the following we express all distances in units of the 
lattice spacing. Free energies will be expressed in units of 
kBT, where kB denotes the Boltzmann constant, and T the 
temperature. In the remainder of this section we refer mainly 
to the lattice-polymer model. The discussion of the AO- 
model is analogous. 

The present paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we 
describe the models considered, and formulate the thermody- 
namic properties starting from a statistical mechanical de- 
scription. We briefly discuss thermodynamic perturbation 
theory and scaled particle theory. The numerical techniques 
used to study the models are presented in Sets. III A and 
III B. Next (Sets. IV and V), we present results obtained for 
the polymer-induced interaction and thermodynamic proper- 
ties, including the phase behavior. 

The results of the simulations are compared with the 
relevant theoretical predictions (Sec. VI). In particular, we 
investigate the accuracy of scaled-particle theory and ther- 
modynamic perturbation theory, and we test the validity of 
the Asakura-Oosawa model in which the deformability of 
the polymers coils is neglected. This comparison indicates 
that it is usually not permissible to neglect the many-body 
character of the polymer-induced interactions. The perturba- 
tion theory of Lekkerkerker et ~1.~~ is found to perform well 
at high colloid densities, but less so in the vicinity of the 
liquid-vapor critical point. Section VII provides a summary 
of the results of the present paper and indicates problems that 
should be addressed in future work. 

Consider a system of N colloidal hard spheres in a vol- 
ume V in chemical equilibrium with an large reservoir of 
ideal lattice chains with fugacity z. For ideal polymers, the 
fugacity is proportional to the osmotic pressure II and related 
to chemical potential bt by z=exp(~,,J. As the polymers 
are ideal, the condition of constant polymer chemical poten- 
tial is a convenient choice. For a given colloid configuration 
P the partition function of a single lattice polymer is given 
by the total number of accessible conformations fi(r’v; V) 
(for the AO-model this would be the accessible or free vol- 
ume). As the polymers are ideal the partition function for a 
system with M polymers is given by 

wwv)lM 
M! - 

This allows us to write the partition function of the coltoid- 
polymer mixture at constant (N,z, V) as,Z 
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Z(N,z,V) =I,dr exp[ - Uh,(@?l 

10 

rw~;V)IM 
X C exp(Mk+d) M, 

M=O 

= 
I 

“dl.N exp[- Uh,(P)+zfl(P;V)]. (1) 

Here, UhS denotes the hard-sphere interaction between the 
colloidal particles. Equation (1) shows that the E can be 
interpreted as the canonical partition function for a one- 
component system with an interaction potential given by 

u co,+po,(~N;V)=Ubs(~)-z~n(~N;V), (2) 

where the product of the fugacity and the one-polymer par- 
tition function - zs1 is identified as the polymer-induced in- 
teraction. 

A convenient expression for the polymer-induced inter- 
action is obtained when it is expressed in terms of the total 
number of excluded conformations 6, defined as 

n(P;V)=Rid(V)-i=i(P). (3) 

Here the ideal term, fiid( V) denotes the number of confor- 
mations on an empty cubic lattice, 

flid( V) = $6’. 

In terms of 6, the effective interaction potential for the 
colloid-polymer mixture [Eq. (2)] can be written as 

u col+p.ol(~) = h&-T +zf%f% (4) 

where we omitted the ideal term -aaid as it does not con- 
tribute to the thermodynamic properties. 

Clearly, the polymer-induced interaction zb provides an 
attractive contribution. Upon decreasing the distance be- 
tween the colloidal particles, the number of excluded confor- 
mations d decreases due to an increasing number of confor- 
mations excluded by the two or more colloidal particles 
simultaneously. This interaction is known as the depletion 
interaction, and is purely entropic. The total number of ex- 
cluded polymer conformations d is not pairwise additive in 
the colloidal coordinates I”. In order to quantify the many- 
body character of a, we write it as an expansion of one-, 
two-, three-, and more-body terms. For two colloidal par- 
ticles the total number of excluded conformations is given by 
the sum of the number of conformations excluded by the two 
particles separately (SZlh), minus the number of conforma- 
tions excluded by the two particles simultaneously (d2b), 

Here r, (i = 1,2) denotes the coordinates of particle i, and 
rij=rj-r,. The two-body term fi2b(r,2) increases with de- 
creasing distance, and provides an attractive contribution to 
the polymer-induced interaction zb. For three colloidal par- 
ticles the total number of excluded conformations is given by 
the difference of the one- and two-body contributions filb 
and a”, respectively, plus the number of conformations ex- 
cluded by the three colloidal particles simultaneously (fi3b), 

The three-body term 63b(r,23) will increase with decreasing 
distances. Hence, the three-body contribution provides a re- 
pulsive contribution to the polymer-induced interaction zfi. 
In general, for a system with N colloidal particles, we can 
write d as the sum of one-, two-, three-, and more-body 
contributions as follows: 

il(P)=~ illb(ri)- 2 i12b(rij) 

i=l p&S 
i<j 

N 

+ C Od3b(rij,rik,rkj)+*** . 
triplets 
i<j<k 

(5) 

The four- and more-body contributions will give alternating 
negative (attractive) and positive (repulsive) contributions. 
Note that the one-body tetm 61b does not depend on the 
positions of the colloidal spheres, and is therefore constant, 
except for small variations due to the discreteness of the 
lattice. 

If we were to neglect in the expansion of d [Eq. (5)] the 
three- and more-body terms, we obtain the two-body ap- 
proximation to the polymer-induced interaction. In this ap- 
proximation, the effective interaction potential can be written 
as 

N 

uZd+pOl(p)= C [~h~(rij)+~~2b(r~j)l, 
PtiS 

i<j 

(6) 

where we ignored the one-body term filb, as it does not 
depend on the colloidal coordinates. For relatively short 
polymers u~~~+po~ is expected to be a good approximation, as 
there will be no, or only few conformations intersecting with 
three or more colloidal spheres. However, for longer poly- 
mers this does not hold, and the two-body approximation is 
expected to fail. 

The thermodynamic potential F corresponding to the 
partition function Z [Eq. (I)] is defined as 

F(N,z,V)= -In E(N,z,V). (7) 

We refer to F as the free energy. The pressure is defined as 

p-g ( 1 (8) NJ 
Direct evaluation of this expression using Eqs. (1) and (7) 
yields the virial expression for the pressure. It contains the 
derivative of the polymer-induced interaction zb with re- 
spect to the colloidal coordinates. However, from a compu- 
tational point of view, Eq. (8) is not a convenient expression 
to use, as it cannot be reduced into a simple form, due to the 
many-body character of b. Therefore, we consider an alter- 
native expression for the pressure, using thermodynamic in- 
tegration. To that end we write the free energy as 
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Using Eqs. (1) and (7) the integrand can be expressed as an 
(NJ, V)-ensemble average, 

dF Svdrsl(r;V)exp[-Uhs(lJI’)+zlR(r;V)l - i 1, dz N”=- Svdrexp[-Uhs(r)+z~Z(~;V)l 

= - (a>N,z,“* (10) 

Inserting this expression in Eq. (9) and noting that F(N,z 
= 0, V) is the free energy of a hard-sphere system, we arrive 
at the following expression for the free energy F: 

FtN,z, W  = F,,(N,V) - I ~&(~)N,,,“. (11) 
Here F,, denotes the hard-sphere free energy. Inserting this 
expression for the free energy in the definition of the pres- 
sure [Eq. (8)] we obtain 

p(P~z) = -& [ F,,tN,V) -/;d~(n)~,~,~] 

= P,,(p) + I Zdz 
a(n>N,zJ’ 

0 dV ’ 

where P,, denotes the pressure of the hard-sphere system. 
The chemical potential ~~ol of the colloidal spheres is 

defined as 

F+PV 
PC01 = N * 

(13) 

Inserting the relations for the free energy [Eq. (II)] and the 
pressure [Eq. (12)] yields the following expression for the 
chemical potential of the colloidal spheres: 

,%,t&d = PhstP) -; I ‘dz(&,,,J 
0 
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results. Thermodynamic perturbation theory32 provides an 
approximate expression for the free energy F, by writing F 
as an Taylor-expansion around z = 0, 

F(N,z,V)=F,,(N,V)-z(n),=,+o(z*). (1% 

This expansion expresses the free energy of the lattice- 
polymer (or AO) model in terms of the free volume in the 
(z = 0) hard-sphere reference system. 

Scaled-particle theory provides an expression for the av- 
erage volume accessible to a sphere of arbitrary diameter D 
in a hard-sphere fluid.3394 It is based on an approximate ex- 
pression for work needed to create a cavity of the size of the 
a sphere with diameter D. When applied to the AO-model to 
compute the average free volume of a polymer sphere in the 
(z=O) hard-sphere reference system,26’27 it yields the fol- 
lowing expression: 

(fl),=a/V=(l-v)exp(-sty-a2y2-a3y3), 06) 

with 77 the packing fraction of the colloidal particles 
;;=P-+a a,,, the polymer-colloid size ratio 

pot= ~po,ko~)~ and 

Y= 77/t 1 - 771, a1=3ap,+3a;,,+&;o,, 

a2=%?;,/2+%&,,, a3 = 3 ii&,. 

III. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES 

A. Computation of polymer partition function 

In the lattice-polymer model for a colloid-polymer 
mixture, the one-polymer partition function Q(P) is given 
by the sum of all possible polymer conformations on a cubic 
lattice for a given colloid configuration Pv. We compute this 
quantity using the efficient numerical procedure proposed in 
Ref. 35. 

(14) 

where &,,, denotes the chemical potential of the hard-sphere 
system. 

Applying Eqs. (II), (12), and (14) in order to obtain the 
pressure and colloid chemical potential, requires the knowl- 
edge of the hard-sphere equation-of-state and the ensemble 
average (a) of the single-polymer partition function. The 
Camahan-Starling expression** yields an accurate expres- 
sion for the equation-of-state of the hard-sphere fluid. For the 
hard-sphere solid the free energy is known from simulationz9 
and an accurate analytical expression for the pressure as 
function of the density has been obtained3’ by fitting to simu- 
lation results.31 These will be used in the present work. The 
dependence of (0) on the colloid density and the polymer 
fugacity has to be determined numerically. 

In the lattice-polymer model the presence of the colloi- 
dal hard spheres can be described by an external potential 
that is infinite at the lattice sites occupied by the colloidal 
spheres, and zero elsewhere. Here we formulate the method 
to compute the one-polymer partition function 0 for a gen- 
eral external potential. In addition we show how to compute 
the average polymer-segment density. For the AO-model, the 
one-polymer partition function is simply the total number of 
lattice sites accessible to the polymer spheres. 

Finally we give the relevant expressions of thermody- 
namic perturbation theory and scaled-particle theory, applied 
to the lattice-polymer model and the AO-model. The valid- 
ity of these theories will be tested against the simulations 

Consider a linear lattice polymer of length 1 in an arbi- 
trary external potential. The partition function !J, for this 
polymer, is given by the sum of the Boltzmann weights of all 
its conformations. (For the sake of clarity, 0 is labeled with 
a subscript 1.) Assume that there is an arbitrary external po- 
tential that takes values U(i) at each lattice site i. The Boltz- 
mann weight associated with the presence of a single poly- 
mer segment on site i is given by w(i) =exp[ - pU( i)], with 
p= llk,T. For the lattice-polymer model we have w(i) =0 
[w(i) = I] for sites occupied (not occupied) by a colloidal 
sphere. The Boltzmann weight corresponding with a polymer 
conformation rl is given by the product of the Boltzmann 
weights of the individual segments 
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wr,= Ii w[rkk)l, (17) 
k=O 

where r,(k) denotes the lattice coordinate of the kth segment 
of a polymer conformation r, . Hence, the partition function 
fI,[U] can be written as 

‘/ . ‘I k=O 

To compute fi, explicitly, we apply a scheme that takes into 
account all possible polymer conformations.35 This is done 
by generating, for each lattice site i, all conformations with 
length I starting at that site. Simultaneously, the sum of the 
Boltzmann weights of all generated conformations is com- 
puted. The algorithm is recursive. Given all conformations 
with length k and the corresponding partition function a&, 
the conformations of length ki- 1 are generated and the par- 
tition function a&+, is computed. Figure 1 shows a sche- 
matic illustration of the method for a three-segment polymer. 

Let us first consider a one-segment polymer. All its con- 
formations are generated by placing one segment on each 
lattice site. The corresponding partition function of the one- 
segment chain Oo[ U] is given by the sum of single-segment 
Boltzmann weights over the lattice, 

n,[u]=C w(i). (19) 

Next we consider a two-segment polymer. All its conforma- 
tions can be generated by adding one segment to the confor- 
mations of the one-segment polymer. The weight of one par- 
ticular two-segment conformation with second segment at 
site i and the first segment at a neighboring site i’, is given 
by the product of the weight of the second segment w(i) and 
the weight of the first segment w(i’). Similarly, the sum of 
Boltzmann weights of all conformations with second seg- 
ment at site i, denoted by w,(i), is given by the product of 
w(i) and the sum of the weights w(i’) of all neighboring 
sites i’, 

wr(i)=w(i)~ w(i’) (i’Eneighbors of i). (20) 
i’ 

This scheme can be continued as follows. We denote the sum 
of the Boltzmann weights of all conformations of a 
k-segment chain with the kth segment at site i by w&-r(i). 
Then, the sum of Boltzmann weights of all conformations of 
a (k + 1 )-segment chain with the (k + 1 )th segment at site i, 
denoted by u’&(i), is given by 

w’&(i)=n’(i)c w&-r(i)) (i’~neighbors of i). (21) 
i’ 

Finally, after applying Eq. (21) I times, we obtain w/(i); 
the sum of Boltzmann weights of all conformations of (1 
+ 1 )-segment polymers with the (I + 1)th segment at site i. 
Next we can compute the partition function of the (I + l)- 
segment polymer as the sum of the Boltzmann weights wl 
over all lattice sites, 
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FIG. 1. Iterative scheme [E$. (21)] to compute the polymer partition func- 
tion a, applied to a three-segment lattice polymer. For clarity we have only 
shown the method for polymers starting at one particular site. In the full 
method, polymers start from all possible sites. The large circle represents a 
colloidal particle. The sites occupied by the colloidal particle are not acces- 
sible to the polymers [w(i) = 01. The other sites are accessible with equal 
probability [w(i)= 11. The first figure shows the Boltzmann weight of a 
one-segment polymer at a particular site i. The second figure shows the sum 
of the Boltzmann-weights w ,(i’) of all two-segment polymer conformations 
with the first segment at site i. These are obtained by adding (propagating) 
the one-segment weight of site i to its neighboring sites i’ and multiply with 
the single-segment weight w(i’). The third figure shows the sum of the 
Boltzmann-weights ws(i”) of all three-segment polymers conformations 
with the first segment at site i. These are obtained by adding the two- 
segment weights of the sites i’ to their neighboring sites i” and multiply 
with the single-segment weight w(i”). 

(22) 
I 

The factor l/2 corrects for the fact that we have counted the 
contribution of every conformation twice, as we distin- 
guished between the first and the last segment of the chain. 

Next we show how to compute the average local 
segment-density distribution at a site i, denoted by p(i). Ac- 
cording to statistical mechanics, p(i) is proportional to the 
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sum of the Boltzmann weights of all conformations having a 
segment at site i. We denote this sum by n(i). It can be split 
up as the sum of Boltzmann weights no(i), nl(i),...,nl(i) of 
all conformations having their first, second,..., (If 1)th seg- 
ment, respectively, at site i, 

1 

n(i)=: C nk(i). 
A k=O 

(23) 

Here, the factor l/2 corrects for double counting of the con- 
formations. Clearly, the sum of Boltzmann weights of poly- 
mer conformations with their kth segment at site i is equal to 
the product of the sum of weights of all conformations of 
polymers with length k ending at site i, and those of poly- 
mers with length 1 -k ending at site i, 

1 
n&(i) =- w(i) Wk(i)Wl-k(i), 

where the factor l/w(i) ensures that the single-segment 
weight w(i) contributes once for each conformation. Com- 
bining Eqs. (23) and (24) yields for n(i), 

- w&(i)wI-k(i). (25) 

Clearly, from computational point of view the iterative 
scheme [Eq. (21)] is highly attractive. The Boltzmann 
weights w(i) can be arranged in arrays, the indices of which 
correspond with the lattice sites i. The memory requirements 
are three real numbers per lattice site; one number corre- 
sponds to the old Boltzmann weight [w&-i in Eq. (21)], one 
to the single-segment Boltzmann weight (w), and one to the 
new Boltzmann weight (wk). The algorithm corresponding 
to Eq. (21) is well suited for vector- or parallel processing. In 
the applications of the scheme to the lattice-polymer model, 
that will be discussed in the next sections, we have used 
cubic lattices with sizes in the range (30)3-(100)3. These 
lattices require storage space of l-25 Mbytes. Typical cpu- 
time requirements for these lattice sizes, were 0.001-0.03 s 
per propagation step, on a CRAY-YMP supercomputer. 

B. Monte Carlo scheme 

Here, we discuss the Monte Carlo technique used to 
simulate the lattice-polymer model and the AO-model con- 
sidered in the present work. Both are equivalent to a one- 
component system with an interaction potential of the form 
given by Eq. (2). For such a system the Metropolis Monte 
Carlo scheme can be applied straightforwardly. In the Me- 
tropolis scheme each subsequent configuration of the colloi- 
dal spheres is generated by an attempted move of one (or 
more) colloidal particle(s). To determine the acceptance 
probability for this trial move, the change of the interaction 
potential Ucol+pol(=Uhs-~~) has to be computed. The 
evaluation of the change of the hard-sphere potential Uhs 
yields a simple check of overlap, and requires a small 
amount of cpu-time. The change of the polymer-induced in- 
teraction zs2 requires the evaluation of a before and after the 
trial move. Even when using the efficient propagation 
method described above, this calculation requires a relatively 
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large amount of cpu-time. In fact, if we would have to com- 
pute this difference for every trial move, the requirement 
would be prohibitive. 

To reduce the amount of cpu-time we used a staged 
Monte Carlo scheme. During the first stage, we generate a 
sequence of n configurations by n attempted moves of a col- 
loidal sphere, using the Metropolis Monte Carlo scheme. 
But, rather than using the full (many-body) interaction 
u col+pol, we use the approximate two-body polymer-induced 
interaction U~~,+rol g iven by Eq. (6). Subsequently, as a sec- 
ond stage, we have to correct for the fact that we did not use 
the full interaction potential Ucolfpol, when generating the 
sequence of n configurations. We denote the configurations 
before and after the n “two-body” Monte Carlo moves by rpI’ 
and 8, respectively. The correction is achieved by applying 
the Metropolis Monte Carlo scheme to the configurations r’v 
and r’v’ with acceptance probability determined by the 
change in the difference of the full- and the two-body inter- 
action potential, 

r 4ol+pdw’) - e,+,,w% 
-vJc,,+,,(~)- G+,,,bv. 

This ensures that the configuration p is generated from r’N 
according to the Metropolis scheme for the interaction po- 
tential UcOl+pol. Note that if the second-stage move is re- 
jected, the entire sequence of the n “two-body” moves of the 
first stage is rejected. 

In order to apply the staged Monte Carlo scheme we 
computed prior to a simulation the polymer-induced two- 
body term fi2b, which was used in tabulated form. The cpu- 
time needed to compute the two-body interaction U~~i+pol is 
negligible compared to the time needed for the computation 
of ~col+pol~ Hence, the use of the staged Monte Carlo 
scheme reduces the required cpu-time per move with a factor 
1 ln. This would suggest that it is advantageous choose n 
very large. However, the acceptance of the move from p to 
8 decreases rapidly with increasing n. Hence, for efficient 
sampling we have chosen n such that a significant fraction of 
the moves from ? to r’v’ is accepted. For the simulations 
reported here, n was typically of the order of the number of 
colloidal particles. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS: (1) POLYMER-INDUCED 
INTERACTIONS 

The number of excluded conformations in the presence 
of one, two, and three colloidal hard spheres constitute the 
first three terms in the expansion Eq. (5) of 6. In the follow- 
ing we use normalized values for the number of excluded 
conformations, defined by: 

This normalization reduces d to an effective excluded vol- 
ume, expressed in units of the volume of a unit cell of the 
underlying lattice. In the remainder of this paper we refer to 
fi and d also as the free and excluded volume, respectively. 
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RG. 2. Mapping between the lattice-polymer model and the A0 model. 
The figure shows, for polymers of length I=200 (2R,= 11.8) and various 
colloid diameters o,~, the polymer-sphere diameter a,,,,, in the correspond- 
ing AO-model, obtained by applying Eq. (28). 

A. One-body contribution and relation to the 
Asakura-Oosawa model 

The one-body contribution filb does not contribute to the 
polymer-induced interaction zd [Eq. (4)], as it is constant, 
except for small variations due to the discreteness of the 
lattice. It is, however, interesting to compare the one-body 
contributions of the lattice-polymer mode1 and the AO- 
model, because this provides a means to map the latter model 
on the former. In the AO-model the volume excluded by one 
colloidal hard sphere Ai:, is given by 

i=ltb =_” (cTco,+~po1)3, 
Ao 6 (27) 

where cpol denotes the diameter of the ideal sphere represent- 
ing a polymer in the AO-model. In order to compare the 
lattice-polymer model with the AO-model, we define a map- 
ping (Iu(T~~) by identifying the one-body contributions of 
the two models, 

d’b*(CT,,,,I)=~iihbO(a,,,,a~,>. (2% 

We have computed the one-body contribution finlb* for a 
lattice polymer with length I= 200 (2R,- 1 I .S) and colloi- 
dal spheres with diameters a,01 in the range 4.5-50. Here R, 
denotes the radius-of-gyration, which is the typical size of a 
free lattice polymer. We estimated the radius-of-gyration us- 
ing the expression,36 

(29) 

In Fig. 2 we plot the polymer sphere diameter cr,,/2R, as a 
function of the colloid-sphere diameter a,,,/2R, . The figure 
shows that upon increasing the size of the colloidal sphere, 
the effective polymer diameter cPl in the corresponding AO- 
model increases considerably. This should be attributed to 
the fact that a larger colloidal sphere can penetrate less deep 

-0.6 
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

FIG. 3. Simulation results for the two- and three-body contribution to the 
excluded volume b* as function of the distance r between the colloidal 
spheres (a,,= 10.5). The two figures show the results for “short” (I= 10) 
and “long” (I= 100) polymers. The lower part of each figure gives the 
results for the normalized two-body contribution. The upper part shows the 
results for the normalized three-body contributions, where the three colloi- 
dal spheres were configurated with their centres on an equilateral triangle. 
The circles indicate simulation results for the lattice-polymer model, and 
the error-bars show the mean-square variation in the computed values, due 
to the discreteness of the lattice. The drawn lines indicate the results for the 
corresponding AO-models, with polvmer-sphere diameters 1+,,=2.18, and 
~P,=?2075,1that were computed using Eq: (28). 

into the polymer coil, leading to a larger 
i-lib*. This, in turn implies a larger 
diameter a,,, . 

B. Two- and three-body contributions 

excluded volume 
polymer sphere 

The two- and three-body contribution to the excluded 
volume (fi2b and fi3b) provide an attractive and repulsive 
contribution to the polymer-induced interaction zb, respec- 
tively. In order to compute these contributions and to deter- 
mine their dependence on the polymer length, we considered 
two and three colloidal spheres with diameter ~r,,~= 10.5 and 
polymers with lengths I= 10, 50, 100, 200 (Rg= 1.55, 2.9, 
4.1, 5.8), and computed fi2b and fi3b as function of the mu- 
tual positions of the spheres. Here the radius-of-gyration R, 
is defined by Eq. (29). 

The results show that the range of the two- and three- 
body contributions increases with increasing polymer length. 
The main feature, however, is that the contribution of the 
three-body term relative to the two-body term increases 
strongly with increasing polymer length. To illustrate this we 
have plotted in Fig. 3 the two- and three-body contributions 
for “short” (I = 10) and “long” (I= 100) polymers, as 
function of the distances between the colloidal particles. 
Clearly, for “long” I= 100 polymers the repulsive three- 
body contribution is a significant fraction of the attractive 
two-body contribution, whereas for the “short” polymer this 
contribution is negligible. Hence, for these “long” polymers 
the polymer-induced interaction has a true many-body char- 
acter. For the “short” (I = 10) polymers the two-body term 
yields an accurate description of the polymer-induced inter- 
action. Table I lists the results for the coefficients of an ex- 
ponential fit to the two-body contributions. 
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TABLE I. Coefficients of leat-square< fits of the normalized two-body 
coIM3tltiorl e* iq$ 3s function of the reduced distance r* = r/rrCol [fit 
funrtior1 ~expctin-f-(i,~“i-il,~“’ r], fnr various polymer lengths 1 and col- 
loidal spheres with diameter <F~,,,= 10.5. 

I WI cl I % 

10 ~ t2.55 ‘7 wx ._r - 17.955 
50 -L3Xl 1 .W8 --xi)15 

100 1.010 -0.278 - 1.385 
330 I .752 - 1.038 -- 0.642 

For conqx~ison we have also plotted in Fig. 3 the results 
for the cor*espondin, ‘r RO-models, with the correspondence 
defined by Eq. QXj. We observe a slightly shorter range of 
the two-body contribution and (significantj lower values of 
the three-body contribution comp:~rcd to the lattice-polymer 
model. Both effects should be attributed to the fact that there 
arc a significant number of lattice-polymer conformations 
with a spaGal extent larger than the polymer-sphere in the 
AO-Inodd. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS: (2) THERMODYNAMIC 
PROPERTIES 

The local structure of the colloidal component shows a 
significant change upon the addition of polymer.” The main 
feature is the enhancement of the colloidal radial-distribution 
function at contact, due to the polymer-induced attraction. 
Figure 4 shows snapshots of the final colloid contiguration 
and the corresponding local polytnw segment concentration 
of a klonte Carlo simulation at relatively high polymer 
fu@ty. The distinct regions with high and low concentra- 
tions observed in this snapshot are an indication for the oc- 
~ut~er~e of a phase sep;nxtiun. In order to investigate the 
phase behavior more systematically we have performed an 
extensive series; of numerical simulations for various poly- 
mer lengths, using the Monk Carlo scheme described in Sec. 
III. M’t computed the free volume (f’2) as function of the 
colloid density L+,[ and the polymer fugacity z. From these 
results we obtained the thermodynamic properties, such as 
the pressure and the chemical potential of the colloidal par- 
ticles. In tmn, these results allowed to determine the phase 
1)ounJurirs. For the sake of comparison, we also performed 
simulations of the AC)-model rorresponding to lattice poly- 
mer models with “long” polymers. 

We considered colloidal hard spheres with diameter 
~q~,~== lC).S and lattice polymers with length 1= 10, I= 50, 
and I = 100. in the A~>-models (.(J~~,,= lO.Sj corresponding to 
the 2=50 and 1= 100 Mice models, the polymer sphere 
diamctcrs were tr,,,,= 5.2075, and f~~~~,= 7.3 104, respectively. 
Typically WC performed simulations of N= 1 OK (densities in 
the fluid range.), or N- 256 (densities in the solid range) 
colloidal hard spheres in a cubic box with periodic boundary 
conditions. Each simulation ru11 consisted of an initial equili- 
bration stage of ‘7000-5000 cycles, and a subseyucnt produc- 
tion run of 10 OOO-20 000 cycles, tvhere one cycle corre- 
sponds to one attempted Monte Carlo move per particle. 
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FIG. -t. SnapAot of a simuliltion of B Iattice polymer model tijr a colloid 
dispersed in a polymer solution, with colloidal spheres of diameter 
n,,,,-= IO.5 and polymers of lengths I = 50 at relatively high polymer fugacity 
z*t&= 17 (:* =:‘x h’/2). The average colloid density is 1~,,,,~~~,~4.25. The 
upper figure shows the colloidal sphercb. In the lower figure we have shown 
the corresponding polvlner-segment density in a thin slice cut through the 
system, with the slice ;n the plane of the paper. The color-coding is white to 
black, for high to low polymer-segment density, respectively. The segment 
concentration is computed using Eq. Czsj. We ohserve that there are distinct 
regions with low and high concentrations, It indicates that the colloid has 
phase separated into 3 low and 3 high density phase, with a high and low 
polymer-segment concentration, respectively. 

A. Free volume 
1. Lattice-polymer model 

The results for the free volume in the (z = 0) hard-sphere 
reference system in lattice-polymer models with I= 10 and 
I= 100 are shown in Fig. 5. In this figure we have plotted 
both the relative free volume (sZ*),,,jV (,upper part), and 
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FIG. 5. Average free and excluded volume in the lattice-polymer model 
(o&= 10.5) for polymers of length I= 10 and I= 100, as function of the 
colloid density p. The figures shows free and excluded volume in the (z = 0) 
hard-sphere reference system obtained by Monte Carlo simulation of 
N= 108 (fluid) and N= 256 (solid) colloidal spheres. The upper part of the 
figures shows the relative free volume (CI*)z,o/V, where the inset (I 
= 100) is a magnification of the high-colloid density region. The lower part 
of the figures shows the excluded volume per particle minus the (constant) 
one-body contribution, (n*)zlo/N-fi’b*. For both the upper and the lower 
figures the open symbols indicate the results for the true free and excluded 
volume, whereas the filled symbols indicate the results for the free and 
excluded volume without the three- and more-body contributions. The 
circles and diamonds refer to simulations of the colloidal fluid and solid, 
respectively. 

the excluded volume per particle (fi*),,olN (lower part). 
We recall that the latter is proportional to the polymer- 
induced interaction per colloidal sphere. Clearly, for increas- 
ing colloid density the relative free volume decreases. In 
particular for the “long” (I = 100) polymers the relative free 
volume becomes very small at high colloid densities. At 
these densities these “long” polymers hardly fit between the 
colloidal spheres. 

To quantify the results for the free volume in the (z = 0) 
hard-sphere reference system we have fitted the results. For 
the densities in the fluid range we have fitted the relative free 
volume (i2*),,o/V to the scaled-particle expression Eq. (16) 
for the free volume in the AO-model, with at, u2, and a3 as 
fit parameters. The results of the fits are listed in Table II. 

TABLE II. Coefficients of least-squares fits to simulation results for the 
relative free volume (lI*)z,o/V as function of colloid density, for den- 
sities in the fluid range (0.0~&,,~0.70). The table lists results for three 
lattice-polymer models (upper part) and two AO-models (lower part). The 
fit function is given by the scaled-particle expression for the free volume in 
the AO-model Eq. (16). 

1 

10 
50 

100 

%I 
5.2075 
7.3104 

al a2 a3 

-0.314 0.0361 0.0007 
- 1.539 -0.0043 0.0444 
-2.775 -0.0481 0.0748 

-1.561 -0.153 0.027 
-2.742 -0.676 0.146 

TABLE III. Coefficients of least-squares fits to simulation results for the 
relative free volume (Ci*)z=o/V as function of the reduced density 
p*=pc&, for densities in the solid range (0.7O+&CO.85). The table lists 
results for three lattice-polymer models (upper part) and the AO-model 
(lower part). For I= 10 the fit function was taken to be polynomial, 
a0+a,p*+a2p **+a3p*3. For 1=50 and [= 100, and the AO-models the 
fit function was taken to be exponential, exp(a,,+alp*+a2p*2). The rela- 
tive free volume in the AO-model with ar,,,,=7.3104 was less than 10V6. 

1 a0 al a2 a3 

10 1.4791 -1.8385 0.3826 0.140 624 
50 - 16.2159 33.4582 -22.0591 ... 

100 *.a 4 6.8327 -4.9792 -9.7681 

O&d 
5.2075 -79.5038 158.526 -85.6174 a** 

Coefficients of a polynomial fit of the relative free volume 
for densities in the solid range are listed in Table III. 

In order to determine the dependence of the free volume 
on the polymer fugacity z we performed a series of Monte 
Carlo simulations at finite values of z, for systems with 
1= 50 and I = 100 polymers. The results for the 1 = 50 
lattice-polymer model are plotted in Fig. 6. The increase of 
the free volume upon increasing fugacity, at fixed colloid 
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FIG. 6. Average relative free volume (Ct *)/V in the lattice polymer model 
(Us,,,= 10.5) for polymers of length I= 50 as function of the colloid density 
(po&,), for various values of the polymer fugacity z. The data in the dense 
fluid range (circles), and solid range (inset; diamonds) are obtained by 
Monte Carlo simulation of systems with N= 108 and N= 256 colloidal 
spheres, respectively. The lines connect the data points with the same poly- 
mer fugacity z, where the dashed line corresponds to z = 0.0. From the 
bottom to the top the drawn lines correspond successively with r*o$,=5.8, 
9.3, 11.6, and 23.2 for the fluid state points, and z*o&,= 11.6, 17.4, and 23.2 
for the solid state points, respectively (z*=zX6’/2). 
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FIG. 7. Average relative free volume ((Ci*)z,o/V) in the AO-model 
(~~,,,=10.5) for polymer spheres with diameters a,,,=5.2075 and 
0,,=7.3104, as function of the colloid density p. These polymer-sphere 
diameters correspond with lattice-polymers of length 1=50 and I= 100, 
respectively. The figures show the free volume in the (z=O) hard-sphere 
reference system obtained by Monte Carlo simulation of N= 108 (fluid) and 
N= 256 (solid) colloidal spheres. The inset is a magnification of the region 
with high colloid densities. The solid symbols show the results for the AO- 
model, where the circles and diamonds refer to simulations of a colloidal 
fluid and solid, respectively. The open symbols and the drawn line are 
shown for comparison. They indicate the results for the corresponding 
lattice-polymer model and the prediction of scaled particle theory (Refs. 43 
and 26). 

density, reflects the enhanced contribution of colloid- 
configurations with a high value of the free volume, due to 
the -zfi term in the interaction potential Eq. (2). For the 
regions were the free volume decreases relatively sharply 
with increasing density (z*o&,=23.2) snapshots of the col- 
loid configurations showed a nonuniform distribution over 
the simulation box. This suggests that these state points are 
unstable. Below, we show that this is indeed the case. The 
z-dependence for the I = 100 lattice-polymer model is quali- 
tatively the same as for the for the I= 5 0 model. 

2. Asakura- Oosawa model 

Next we consider the simulation results for the free vol- 
ume of the AO-model, with cPp,,=5.2075 and a,,,=7.3104. 
Figure 7 shows the results for the (Z = 0) hard-sphere refer- 
ence system, where we have plotted also the results for the 
corresponding lattice-polymer models. If we compare the 
two models, we observe lower values for the free volume in 
the AO-model. The relative difference increases with in- 
creasing colloid densities. This should be attributed to the 
fact that at high densities “nonspherical” conformations of 
the lattice polymer, that are absent in the AO-model, have an 
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enhanced contribution to the fraction of accessible conforma- 
tions. An additional observation is that the relative difference 
between the AO- and lattice polymer model is more pro- 
nounced for the longer polymers. Apparently the contribu- 
tion of the “nonspherical” conformations becomes larger for 
longer polymers. The contribution of “nonspherical” confor- 
mations is extremely enhanced at solid densities, where the 
AO-model strongly underestimates the number of possible 
conformations. Results of fits of the free volume in the A0 
model in the fluid range, with a fit function given by Eq. 
(16), are listed in Table II. The coefficients of a polynomial 
fit of the free volume in the solid range are listed in Table III. 
We have also determined the dependence of the free volume 
on the polymer fugacity. They turn out to be qualitatively the 
same as for the I=50 lattice-polymer model, shown in 
Fig. 6. 

B. Phase behavior 

At zero polymer-fugacity the lattice-polymer model and 
the AO-model turn into a hard-sphere system, that exhibits 
the well-known fluid-solid coexistence at a pressure 
Pa&,= 1170 f 9 with densities pAc&,=0.943 and 
ps,,,c&= 1.041,29 for the coexisting fluid and solid phase, re- 
spectively. Upon increasing the polymer fugacity, the in- 
crease of the polymer-induced attraction will induce a 
change in the location of the fluid-solid coexistence point. In 
addition a “vapor-liquid” phase separation might appear. 
There is experimental (see e.g., Refs. 12-14, 16, 17) and 
theoretical evidence (see, e.g., Refs. 13,24,26 that a colloid- 
polymer mixture exhibits either a “vapor-liquid-soIid”-like 
or a “vapor-solid”-like phase diagram. 

By simulation we determined the phase diagrams of the 
lattice-polymer model with “short” (I = 10) and with 
“long” (I = 5 0 and I= 100) polymers. The phase boundaries 
were determined by locating the state points in two different 
phases with equal pressure and equal chemical potentials of 
the colloidal and polymer component. For the lattice- 
polymer model, the chemical potential of the polymers 
bO,=ln(z) is an imposed parameter, whereas the pressure P 
and the colloid chemical potential ~~~~ have to be computed. 
For comparison we also determined, by simulation, the phase 
diagram of the AO-models, corresponding to the lattice- 
polymer model with the “long” (1= 50 and I = 100) 
polymers. 

1. “Short” polymers 

For the “short” polymers (I= 10, 2R,lc~,,~=0.25) the 
polymer-induced interaction zb is, to good approximation, 
pairwise additive in the colloidal coordinates (see Ref. 25 
and Sec. IV B). This allows us to study the lattice-polymer 
model with these “short” polymers by ordinary constant- 
pressure Monte Carlo simulation of a one-component system 
with an interaction potential given by Eq. (6). For the 
polymer-induced interaction we used a fit to the simulation 
results for the two-body contribution fi2b, listed in Table I. 

To compute the phase diagram we used a scheme re- 
cently introduced by Kofke,37,38 that enables direct simula- 
tion of the phase coexistence line, given the coexistence data 
of an initial point. The method makes use of the Gibbs- 
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FIG. 8. Phase diagram of lattice-polymer model (ocQI= 10.5) for polymers 
of length I = 10. The points with error bars indicate the reduced densities 
~&,t of the coexisting phases as function of the reduced polymer fugacity 
-*o& (;* = 2 X 6’12) obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. The dotted lines c 
indicate the results for the phase boundaries obtained by applying first-order 
perturbation theory to simulation results for the (z=O) hard-sphere refer- 
ence system. 

Duhem equation applied to coexisting phases. For the 
lattice-polymer model the Gibbs-Duhem equation yields 
the following relation between the pressure P and the poly- 
mer fugacity z along the P - z coexistence line: 

(30) 

where A (fi) and A V denote the difference of (a) and the 
volume V of the two coexisting phases. This equation was 
solved using a 4-points Adams-Bashfortb-Moulton 
predictor-corrector algorithm (see, e.g., Ref. 39), starting 
from the (T. = 0) hard-sphere fluid-solid coexistence point. 
Both after the predictor and after the corrector step the right- 
hand side of Eq. (30) was evaluated by one constant pressure 
Monte Carlo simulation for each phase. In Fig. 8 we have 
plotted the resulting phase-diagram in the p-z plane. The 
most important feature is the absence of a liquid phase; there 
is no liquid-vapor phase separation of the fluid phase for 
these “short” polymers. 

2. “Long” polymers 

For the lattice-polymer models with “long” polymers 
(I= 50, 2R,la,,,=0.55 and I= 100, 2R,lc~~,,=0.75), the 
polymer-induced interaction zfi has a significant three- and 
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FIG. 9. Phase diagrams of lattice-polymer model (a,,,= 10.5) for polymers 
with lengths I = 5 0 and I = 100. The figures show the reduced densities po&, 
of the coexisting phases as function of the reduced polymer fugacity z*d,, 
(z*=zX 6’12). The drawn lines indicate the simulation result taking into 
account the full polymer-induced interaction (black circle indicates esti- 
mated critical point). The dashed lines indicate the simulation result ob- 
tained if the three- and more-body terms in the polymer-induced interaction 
are neglected (two-body approximation). The open circle indicates the esti- 
mated critical point in the two-body approximation. The dotted lines indi- 
cate the result obtained by applying first-order perturbation theory to simu- 
lation results for the (z=O) hard-sphere reference system (diamond 
indicates estimated critical point). 

more-body contribution (see Ref. 2.5 and Sec. IV B). Conse- 
quently, direct application of methods for direct simulation 
of phases coexistence is not possible. Hence, we determined 
the phase coexistence by thermodynamic integration. 

The pressure P and the colloid chemical potential /-+,,I 
for the high-density fluid states (p&20.5), and the solid 
states were determined using Eqs. (12) and (14), where we 
inserted polynomial fits of the free volume (a*)z,P in p and 
z. For the low-density fluid states we determined for various 
values of z* the excess colloid chemical.potential &$ as a 
function of the colloid density using the Widom particle- 
insertion method.40 This method is based on the following 
expression for the chemical potential: 

XeZ[n(P++)-nclJ+J;v)l 
> PA * (31) 

The ensemble average on the right-hand side is determined 
by random insertions of the (N+ 1) -th sphere in a Monte 
Carlo simulation of a system with N colloidal spheres. The 
pressure P was computed from the results for the chemical 
potential using the Gibbs-Duhem relation, 

Pbz)=p+ I 
+Gl opdPrp’ dp’ (P’7-d. (32) 

Figure 9 shows the computed phase diagrams for the 
1= 5 0 and Z= 100 lattice-polymer models. The most impor- 
tant observation is the occurrence of a “vapor-liquid”-like 
phase separation of the colloidal fluid, that was not observed 
in the phase-diagram of the “short” (I = 10) polymers (Fig. 
8). Apparently, an increase in the range of the polymer- 
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TABLE IV. Estimated values of the fugacity z and density p at the critical 
and triple point for three lattice polymer models (upper part) and two A0 
models (lower part) (z* = ZX 6’12). The table lists values obtained by simu- 
lation (SIM), and values obtained by applying two approximate theories, the 
two-body approximation (TH-2B) and first-order thermodynamic perturba- 
tion theory (TH-PB). 

1 

50 

100 

5-1 
5.2075 

7.3014 

SIM 
TH-2B 
TH-PB 

SIM 
TH-2B 
TH-PB 

sml 
TH-PB 

SIh4 
TH-PB 

G,d, PCdJL Cip4d PUip& 

8.5 0.33 14.0 0.92 
7.2 0.41 8.3 0.83 
6.9 0.33 13.9 0.93 
3.6 0.21 11.9 0.94 
2.7 0.37 3.6 0.87 
2.9 0.35 11.9 0.94 

9.0 0.40 12.9 0.93 
6.9 0.36 12.9 0.93 
3.7 0.29 11.9 0.94 
2.9 0.27 11.9 0.94 

induced attraction does lead to the stabilization of a dense 
disordered phase. We can identify a critical and triple fugac- 
ity as the fugacities where the liquid appears and disappears, 
respectively. These are analogous to the reciprocal critical 
and triple temperature known from the phase diagrams of 
simple molecular fluids. Close to the critical point we were 
not able to determine the phase-coexistence due to large fluc- 
tuations. However we could estimate the location of the criti- 
cal point by extrapolating the results for the vapor-liquid 
coexistence densities above the critical fugacity using the 
law of rectilinear diameters41 and the scaling law for the 
liquid-vapor density difference at coexistence.42 Clearly, the 
range of stability of the liquid range, i.e., the ratio of the 
triple and critical fugacity, increases with increasing polymer 
length. Table IV lists the estimated locations of the critical 
points and triple points. If we assume that the ratio of the 
triple and critical fugacity depends linearly on the polymer- 
colloid size ratio 2R,luc,, , we can estimate from the simu- 
lation results that the liquid phase disappears for polymer- 
colloid size ratios 2R,luc,,=31.45. 

In Fig. 10 we have plotted the computed phase diagrams 
of the AO-models. For comparison we have plotted in the 
same figure the results for the corresponding lattice-polymer 
models. Clearly, the results for the AO-model compares quite 
well with that of the lattice-polymer model. Apparently, for 
the range of polymer fugacities considered here, the signifi- 
cant lower values of the free volume at high colloid densities 
(see Fig. 7) do have little or no influence on the phase dia- 
gram. Table IV lists the estimated locations of the critical 
point and triple points. 

VI. VALIDITY OF THEORETICAL APPROXIMATIONS 

There have been several theoretical studies of the 
thermodynamic properties of colloid-polymer mix- 
tures. 13,‘4,,20,21,24,26,27 Most of these studies concerned the A0 
model or a closely related model. In all theoretical studies, 
approximations had to be made in order to a,rrive at quanti- 
tative predictions. Here we discuss a comparison of 
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PIG. 10. Phase diagrams of A0 model (a,,= 10.5) for polymer-sphere di- 
ameters ~~,=5.2075 and a,,=7.3104. These polymer-sphere diameters 
correspond with lattice-polymers of length I= 50 and I= 100, respectively. 
The figures show the reduced densities p& of the coexisting phases as 
function of the reduced polymer fugacity z*& (z*=zX6’/2). The drawn 
lines indicate the simulation result taking into account the full polymer- 
induced interaction (black circle indicates estimated critical point). The 
dashed lines indicate the simulation result for the corresponding lattice- 
polymer model (open circle indicates estimated critical point). The dotted 
lines indicate the result obtained by applying first-order perturbation theory 
to the simulation results for the (z=O) hard-sphere reference system (dia- 
mond indicates estimated critical point). 

our simulation results presented in Sec. V with results ob- 
tained by using the most common approximations. 

A. Two-body approximation 

In the two-body approximation [Eq. (6)] the three- and 
more-body contributions to the polymer-induced interaction 
are neglected. In order to determine the role of the many- 
body part on the thermodynamic properties, we computed, 
by Monte Carlo simulation, the free volume and the phase 
diagram in the two-body approximation and compared these 
with the true many-body results. 

Figure 5 shows, along with the true many-body results, 
the two-body results for the excluded (and free) volume for 
“short” (I= 10) and “long” (I = 100). Clearly, for the 
“short” (I = 10) polymers the two-body approximation pro- 
vides an accurate estimate for the excluded volume, consis- 
tent with the observation that the three-body contribution is 
negligible for these “short” polymers (see Fig. 3). However, 
for the “long” (I= 100) polymers the excluded volume is 
underestimated significantly in the two-body approximation, 
in particular at high colloid densities. For these “long” poly- 
mers and at these colloid densities, the three-, and more-body 
terms give a significant positive contribution to the excluded 
volume, or, equivalently, a significant positive contribution 
to the polymer-induced interaction. Again, this is consistent 
with the observation (see Fig. 3) that for these “long” poly- 
mers the positive three-body contribution is a significant 
fraction of the negative two-body contribution. The increas- 
ing difference for increasing densities should be attributed to 
the increasing probability of the occurrence of clusters of 
three and more colloidal spheres at higher colloid densities. 

The two-body results for the phase diagram of the 
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“long” (I = 50 and I= 100) polymers are plotted in Fig. 9, 
along with the true many-body results. Clearly, neglecting 
the three- and more body contributions leads to a significant 
shift of the critical polymer fugacity to lower values. This is 
a direct consequence of the fact that for these “long” poly- 
mers, the strength of the polymer-induced attraction is 
strongly overestimated in the two-body approximation. In 
addition the two-body approximation predicts a lower value 
of the ratio of the triple and critical fugacity, that is, partly, 
due to the enhanced widening of the liquid-solid coexistence 
region in the two-body result. Apparently, in the two-body 
approximation the stability of the liquid phase with respect to 
the solid phase is underestimated. This could be anticipated 
from the results for the excluded volume, that is proportional 
to polymer-induced interaction, shown in Fig. 5. The figure 
shows that for “long” (I = 100) polymers, the two-body ap- 
proximation increasingly underestimates the polymer- 
induced interaction with increasing density. Hence, in the 
two-body approximation the states at high densities are sta- 
bilized with respect to those at low densities. However, in the 
true polymer-induced interaction the three- and more-body 
terms add a repulsive contribution such, that the attractive 
two-body contribution is almost completely compensated, 
R*/V< 1. Hence, the relative stability of the fluid and solid 
phase upon increasing the polymer fugacity does hardly 
change, and this is reflected in the almost constant densities 
along the fluid-solid coexistence line. 

B. Scaled-particle theory and thermodynamic 
perturbation theory 

For the AO-model, scaled-particle theory43P27*26 provides 
an approximate expression for the free volume in the (z = 0) 
hard-sphere reference system. This expression is given by 
Eq. (16). In Fig. 7 we have plotted, along with the simulation 
results for the AO-model, the results predicted by scaled- 
particle theory. In the fluid phase the theoretical results com- 
pare quite well with the simulation results. This is consistent 
with the fact that scaled-particle theory gives an accurate 
prediction for the equation-of-state of a hard-sphere fluid. 
However, in the solid range the scaled-particle prediction 
strongly overestimates the free volume (not visible on the 
scale used in Fig. 7). This is not surprising as the scaled- 
particle expression was constructed to describe the fluid 
phase. As the free volume in the solid range is relatively 
small, in particle for “long” polymers, this will affect the 
thermodynamic properties only at high values of the polymer 
fugacity. 

Once the free volume in the hard-sphere reference sys- 
tem is known, one can apply first-order thermodynamic per- 
turbation theory [I$. (15)] to compute the thermodynamic 
properties. In most theories of colloid-polymer mixtures the 
free volume is determined either (1) by approximating the 
polymer-induced interaction by a two-body interaction and 
using known results for the local structure of the hard sphere 
fluid and solid13*‘4,‘0,24 or (2) using the expression provided 
by scaled-particle theory.27V26 In order to test the validity of 
first-order thermodynamic perturbation theory we applied it 
to the z=O simulation results for the free volume in the 
lattice-polymer model and the AO-model (see Tables II and 

III). These results were inserted in the equations for the pres- 
sure (12) and the chemical potential (14). Subsequently the 
coexisting state points were determined numerically. The re- 
sulting phase diagrams are plotted as dotted lines, along with 
the full simulation results (drawn lines), in Fig. 8 (lattice- 
polymer model; I = lo), Fig. 9 (lattice polymer model; Z = 50 
and I= loo), and Fig. 10 (A0 model; oP,,=5.2075 and 
~P,,*=7.3104). 

For the “short” Z= 10 polymers, the phase diagram ob- 
tained by thermodynamic perturbation theory compares quite 
well with the simulation results, except for the region with 
relatively high fugacities. In this region the theoretical pre- 
diction for the coexisting fluid density lies significantly 
above the simulation result. For the lattice polymer models 
with the “long” I= 50 and Z = 100 polymers and the AO- 
model, the location of the fluid-solid phase boundary and 
the triple point obtained by thermodynamic perturbation 
theory agrees very well with the simulation results. However 
the vapor-liquid phase boundaries differ significantly; the 
perturbation theory predicts a significant lower value for the 
critical fugacity. For the regions where the theory differs 
from the simulation results it is to be expected that the local 
structure of the colloidal fluid differs significantly from the 
hard-sphere fluid used as a reference in the perturbation cal- 
culations. Hence, it should not be surprising that in these 
regions the perturbation theory fails. 

Assuming a linear dependence of the ratio of the triple 
and critical fugacity, we estimate from the results of the per- 
turbation calculations that the liquid phase disappears for 
polymer-colloid size ratios 2R,/~~~,,,~0.44, for the lattice- 
polymer model, and or,,,/a,,,~O.41, for the AO-model. The 
latter value is somewhat higher than the value 
a,,t/cr~,,,SO.32, obtained by a combination of scaled-particle 
theory and thermodynamic perturbation theory.26*27 This dif- 
ference could be attributed the inaccuracy of the scaled- 
particle theory for the high-density fluid range, and the solid 
range. 

In conclusion, the comparison shows that scaled-particle 
theory provides a fairly accurate prediction of the free vol- 
ume in the AO-model, for densities in the fluid range. How- 
ever, it fails for densities in the solid range. Moreover, we 
have seen that first-order perturbation theory yields a fairly 
accurate prediction for the phase diagram at high colloid 
densities, but cannot account for the phase behavior in re- 
gions with moderate and low colloid densities, including the 
region near the critical point. 

VII. SUMMARY 

By computer simulation we studied a simple model for a 
colloid (hard spheres, diameter v,,~,) dispersed in a polymer 
solution (ideal lattice chains, radius-of-gyration Re). Using a 
recently developed numerical scheme we were able perform 
Monte Carlo simulations at constant polymer fugacity, taking 
into account the polymer-induced interaction exactly. 

For various polymer lengths we computed the equation- 
of-state, i.e., the pressure and the colloid chemical potential 
as function of the colloid density and polymer fugacity. Us- 
ing these results we determined the phase diagram. For 
“short” polymers the phase diagram is of the fluid-solid 
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type, whereas for the “long” polymers the colloidal fluid 
phase separates into a low density vapor and a high density 
liquid phase. Hence, our simulations are consistent with the 
experimental evidence 12~14*17 that for the existence of a col- 
loidal liquid phase sufficiently “long” polymers are required. 
More generally, our results confirm (see, e.g., Refs. 13, 24, 
26) that in a system interacting via a steep (hard-sphere-like) 
repulsion with an attractive tail, a stable liquid phase can 
only occur if the ratio of the range of the attractive and 
repulsive parts of the interaction is sufficiently large. From 
the present results we can estimate that the minimal size- 
ratio 2R,la,,, necessary to induce a colloidal vapor-liquid 
coexistence in the lattice-polymer model for a colloid- 
polymer mixture is 0.45. For a hard-sphere-like colloid dis- 
persed in an aqueous polymer solution this size-ratio has 
been determined experimentally to be 0.2.17 The difference 
should be attributed to the fact that in this work we consid- 
ered simplified models, that cannot be compared directly 
with experimental systems. 

phase behavior at high polymer fugacities. Using an exten- 
sion of the present scheme, simulations of such systems can 
be performed in a mean-field approximation.44 Alternatively, 
one can resort to a direct simulation of a mixture of colloids 
and self-avoiding polymers. The latter approach is, however, 
computationally demanding and has, to our knowledge, not 
yet been used to study polymer-colloid phase diagrams. 
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We have tested the validity of various assumption made 
in theories of colloid-polymer mixtures by a quantitative 
comparison of theoretical results with our simulation results. 
First of all, we have found that for all but the shortest poly- 
mers the polymer-induced attraction is not pairwise additive 
in the colloidal coordinates. The three- and more-body terms 
add a significant repulsive contribution. Neglecting the 
many-body terms does lead not only a drastic change in the 
local structure of the colloidal fluid,25 but also to a significant 
shift of the critical and triple point to lower fugacities, and a 
decrease in the range of fugacities with stable liquid phase. 
This comparison suggests that the assumption of pairwise 
additivity, used in many of the theoretical descriptions, is an 
oversimplification. 
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